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Qualifications and Summary

I.

I am an economist and a Special Consultant to National Economic Research Associates,
Inc. My initial testimony in this proceeding provides additional background information.
I understand that Canadian Claimants have presented testimony and exhibits that show
change in the subscriber instances of the retransmitted Canadian stations between 1998 and 2003
to support their assertion that the relative value of the distant Canadian stations imported by
cable operators in 2000-03 is no less than the portion of fees generated by the importation of the
Canadian signals during that period.1 In this context, counsel for the National Association of
Broadcasters and the Public Broadcasting Service asked me to investigate whether the increase
in Canadian station subscriber instances necessarily reflects increased demand for Canadian
programming.
In summary, I conclude:

II.



The bulk of the increase in average Canadian distant subscriber instances between the
1998-99 period and the 2000-03 period is due to two factors—(i) subscriber increases
due to mergers and (ii) data errors—that may be attributable to the distant signal
reporting framework rather than an increased demand for Canadian programming.
These two factors also account for the bulk of the trend of apparent increases in
Canadian distant subscriber instances from 1998-1 through 2003-2.



Sustained additions of distant Canadian signals since 1998-1 account for an increase
in distant Canadian subscriber instances in 2000-03 relative to 1998-99 of only about
2.5 percent and suggest no common change in demand.

Distant Subscriber Instances
As used in Ms. de Freitas’s testimony, distant subscriber instances reported by Cable

Data Corporation (“CDC”) are supposed to reflect the subscribers to Form 3 cable systems
carrying distant signals and the number of distant signals they carry. For example, a system with
100,000 subscribers that carries one distant station for any part of a half-year period would have
1

Testimony of Janice de Freitas at 8-9, 11-13, Exhibits CDN-1-R, CDN-1-S, CDN-1-T. The Canadian Claimants
also rely on the growth in the fees generated by the retransmitted Canadian stations. In my earlier testimony, I
concluded that fees generated reflect the payment framework of the compulsory license and attribution methods,
not the relative demand for the programming on the retransmitted stations and, thus, not their relative value.
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100,000 distant subscriber instances for that period. Even if the data are correctly reported, a
change in a system’s distant subscriber instances does not necessarily reflect a change in the
demand for distant signals.

A.

Reporting Requirements
There are two types of changes in distant subscriber instances that may not reflect any

change in the number of subscribers actually receiving the signals.
First, when systems gain subscribers, the reporting rules produce an increase in distant
subscriber instances, even if the additional subscribers do not receive the distant signals. If the
100,000-subscriber system in the previous example, merged with a 50,000 subscriber system, but
offered the distant signal only to the original portion of the system, subscriber instances would
nevertheless increase to 150,000. Of course, if no additional subscribers actually receive the
signal, there is no reason to infer an increase in the demand for the station. Even if the cable
operator does decide to offer the distant signal to all subscribers in the merged system, it is not
possible to infer an increase in the demand for the distant signal’s programming because the
operator may do so simply to save technical and marketing costs by having a common channel
lineup throughout the system.
Second, when a system changes the basis on which it reports carriage of a particular
station from “partially distant” (basis of carriage designated X) to fully distant (designated as D),
its reported distant subscriber instances increase, even if there is no change in the subscribers
receiving the signal. A station that is local in some parts of the system and distant in others is
counted as partially distant. Suppose a station is carried throughout a 20,000 subscriber system
on the same tier, but 4,000 subscribers receive it as distant and the remaining 16,000 receive it as
local. The system would report the station as partially distant with only 20 percent of the
subscriber instances counted as distant (4,000/20,000). If the system later determines that the
station’s local status has changed or should be corrected so that it is no longer treated as local to
any of the system’s subscribers, the system would report the station as distant, with distant
subscriber instances of the full 20,000. The number of distant subscriber instances increases in
this example from 4,000 to 20,000, although the number of subscribers receiving the station
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remains the same. Again, if no additional subscribers actually receive the signal, there is no
reason to infer an increase in demand for the station.

B.

Errors in Reporting and Data Compilation
In any large data set, errors are to be expected. The data reported by cable systems to the

Copyright Office and later compiled by CDC are amended when a cable operator makes
changes, and the Copyright Office must then process the amendments and CDC must collect the
new information and update its own database. The data obtained from CDC at any one point in
time may reflect pre-change data or data errors that will later be corrected. An error can produce
an apparent change in distant subscriber instances that did not occur and, thus, does not reflect
any change in demand.

C.

Temporary Changes in Carriage
A consumer is not always aware of the value of the items he purchases. He may try an

item, learn it is not worth the price and cease to purchase it again. Cable operators, too, may add
a distant signal, learn it is not the best use of its system capacity and drop the signal. Although
system subscribers may receive an additional distant signal for at least some part of one or two
six-month periods, the temporary carriage may not reflect an actual increase in demand for the
signal.

III.

Canadian Distant Subscriber Instances

A.

12 Systems account for the change in Canadian subscriber instances
Exhibit CDN-1-R, attached to the testimony of Janice de Freitas, shows that Canadian

distant subscriber instances increased from 2.3 million in 1998-1 to 3.3 million in 2003-2. There
are 72 to 89 Canadian distant instances of carriage, i.e., one signal carried on one cable system,
in any one half-year period (CDN-1-S).
In order to understand the data better for purposes of evaluating whether the reported
increase in subscriber instances reflects a change in demand, I began by analyzing the system
carriage data to determine what particular systems account for the bulk of the changes in distant
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Canadian subscriber instances. I examined all systems that carried a distant Canadian station
during any part of the 1998-1 through 2003-2 period, and selected those with a change in
Canadian distant subscriber instances from the beginning to the end of this period of at least
25,000. The results of this analysis show that 12 systems2 with changes of this magnitude
together account for more than 90 percent of the increase in Canadian subscriber instances. The
remaining 73 systems together account for Canadian subscriber instances that remain at 1.1 to
1.2 million throughout the 1998 to 2003 period. I focused my analysis on the 12 systems with
the more substantial changes.
Charts 1, 2 and 3 show the results of this portion of my analysis for each of the half-year
periods during 1998 through 2003.3 Chart 1, which covers all systems that retransmit distant
Canadian stations, shows a generally increasing trend for Canadian subscriber instances.
Chart 1
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2

When systems in this group merge during the period, I count the resulting system as a single system. I attach as
Appendix 1 slightly enlarged copies of the pages from Settling Parties Exhibit 7 on which the carriage history of
each of the 12 systems is reported.

3

The charts are based on cable operator Statement of Account data compiled by CDC. Appendix 2, Table 1
displays the data that appear on Charts 1, 2 and 3.
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Chart 2, which covers the 73 systems with smaller changes, shows relatively constant
Canadian distant subscriber instances over the entire period.
Chart 2
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Chart 3, which consists of the 12 systems with larger changes, shows a generally
increasing trend for the Canadian distant subscriber instances.
Chart 3
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A comparison of the average Canadian distant subscriber instances between the 1998-99
period and the 2000-03 period shows that total Canadian subscriber instances increased by
409,000 in the latter period. Canadian subscriber instances increased by 41,000 in the 73
systems and by 368,000 in the 12 systems with the more substantial changes.

B.

Types of changes in the 12 system group
I found five principal types of changes affecting Canadian subscriber instances within the

12 systems: (1) apparent data errors, (2) substantial changes in system subscribers due to
mergers; (3) changes between partially and fully distant reporting status; (4) temporary signal
adds/drops and (5) sustained signal additions. The remainder of the Canadian subscriber
instances for these 12 systems, i.e., the total subscriber instances less those covered by the five
types of changes, fluctuates only slightly over the entire period. The following are examples of
each type of change:

6

Apparent errors: In 2003-2, a New York State system with about 200,000 subscribers
(NYL050) is reported to be carrying a third Canadian distant station, CHCH, up from two
Canadian stations in 2003-1. The additional carriage of CHCH increased its Canadian subscriber
instances by about 200,000. However, the Copyright Office file for this system in 2003-2
includes a letter, dated August 2004, which states that CHCH carriage was reported in error. The
update to the system’s subscriber instances was not reflected in the data presented by Ms. de
Freitas.
Changes in system subscribers due to mergers: In 1999-1, nine Washington State
systems merged into a single Seattle system (WAS050). Prior to the merger, eight of the systems
with about 600,000 subscribers combined, carried CBUT as a distant signal, while one of the
nine, with about 200,000 subscribers, did not. After the merger, the combined system is reported
as carrying CBUT as a distant signal and a total of about 800,000 subscribers. The combined
systems’ subscriber instances for CBUT increased by about 200,000 in 1999-1.
Changes between fully and partially distant reporting status: A New Hampshire system
with about 75,000 subscribers (NHP600) carried CKSH as a partially distant station (partial
factor of about 0.26) through 2000-1. In 2000-2, it began to report the station as a fully distant
signal and the system’s distant subscriber instances attributed to CKSH increased by about
55,000.
Temporary signal add/drops: A Michigan system with about 40,000 subscribers
(MIE550) carried CBMT as a distant station for only two consecutive half years within the
relevant time period, 2001-2 and 2002-1. As a result, the system’s Canadian subscriber instances
increased by about 40,000 for these two periods only.
Sustained signal additions: A Michigan system with about 50,000 subscribers (MIM250)
added CBET in 2001-2, then substituted CBMT in 2002-1 through 2003-2, with both signals
partially distant (partial factor of about 0.75). System subscribers remained about the same after
the Canadian station was added. As a result, the system added about 37,500 Canadian subscriber
instances in 2001-2 and continued at this level through 2003-2.
Many of the 12 systems have more than one type of change. In these cases, I split the
total change among the categories. For example, a Maine system with about 45,000 subscribers
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(MEA400) added CHLT in 2002-1 as a fully distant signal and, thus, added 45,000 Canadian
subscriber instances. In 2002-2 through 2003-2, the system reported carrying CHLT as a
partially distant station and, thus, produced lower Canadian subscriber instances. I attributed
45,000 subscriber instances to the sustained additions category and the subsequent reductions to
changes between fully and partially distant reporting status.

C.

Magnitude of the various changes in the 12 system group
Chart 4 shows the results of my analysis of the 12 systems for each of the half-year

periods during 1998 through 2003.4 The data show that the changes in subscribers due to
mergers in the 12 systems, together with the data errors in those systems, is largely responsible
for the trend of increases in Canadian subscriber instances over the 1998-1 through 2003-2
period. These two categories do not obviously reflect increased demand for Canadian
programming.
Chart 4
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4

The source of Chart 4, and Chart 5 below, is cable operator Statement of Account data compiled by CDC.
Appendix 2, Table 2 displays the data that appear on Charts 4 and 5.
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Chart 5 shows these same data for the 12 systems together with the other 73 systems that
retransmitted distant Canadian stations. Again, change in subscribers due to mergers in the 12
systems and data errors in those systems account for the bulk of the increase in Canadian
subscriber instances over the entire period.
Chart 5

Canadian Distant Subscriber Instances
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Both charts show that sustained signal additions, which more likely reflect increased
demand, are relatively small. Comparing average Canadian distant subscriber instances in the
1998-99 period with the 2000-03 period, the increase in those subscriber instances due to
sustained signal additions amounts to only about 60,000, or 2.5 percent of the total 2.4 million
Canadian distant subscriber instances in the 1998-99 period.
The sustained signal additions not only amount to a relatively small change, and a small
portion of the total change in Canadian subscriber instances, they are not clustered in any way
that suggests a general increase in demand for the same Canadian programming. They occur on
four different systems, two of which added CBC affiliates, one added a CTV affiliate and
another added a French-language TVA affiliate.

9

IV.

Conclusion
In summary, I conclude:


The bulk of the increase in average Canadian distant station subscriber instances
between the 1998-99 period and the 2000-03 period is due to two factors, subscriber
increases due to mergers and data errors, in 12 systems with larger changes. These
two factors also account for the trend of increased Canadian subscriber instances from
1998-1 through 2003-2. These factors do not necessarily represent changes in the
number of subscribers receiving distant Canadian signals and, thus, do not necessarily
suggest an increase in demand for Canadian signals.



Sustained additions of distant Canadian signals since 1998-1 account for an increase
in distant Canadian subscriber instances in 2000-03 relative to 1998-99 of only about
2.5 percent. They occur on few systems and suggest no common increase in demand
for the same Canadian programming.
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Table 1

Canadian Distant Subscriber Instances
Systems With Smaller and Larger Changes

Period

Total

73
Systems
With
Smaller
Changes

12
Systems
With
Larger
Changes

1998-1
1998-2
1999-1
1999-2
2000-1
2000-2
2001-1
2001-2
2002-1
2002-2
2003-1
2003-2

2,320,312
2,444,391
2,434,744
2,547,417
2,668,772
2,584,906
2,646,954
2,912,570
2,946,456
2,808,600
2,927,979
3,268,108

1,090,273
1,072,469
1,097,701
1,128,882
1,126,453
1,082,918
1,118,466
1,189,871
1,208,271
1,120,266
1,139,203
1,118,528

1,230,039
1,371,923
1,337,043
1,418,534
1,542,319
1,501,988
1,528,488
1,722,698
1,738,185
1,688,335
1,788,776
2,149,580

1998-99
2000-03

2,436,716
2,845,543

1,097,331
1,137,997

1,339,385
1,707,546

Change

408,827

40,666

368,161

Average

Note: Systems with larger changes are those that have a
different number of Canadian distant subscriber
instances in 1998-1 and 2003-2 by 25,000 or more.
Source: CDC.
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Table 2

Canadian Distant Subscriber Instances
Systems With Smaller and Larger Changes
Components of Change

Period

73
Systems
With
Smaller
Changes

+/Subscribers

1998-1
1998-2
1999-1
1999-2
2000-1
2000-2
2001-1
2001-2
2002-1
2002-2
2003-1
2003-2

1,090,273
1,072,469
1,097,701
1,128,882
1,126,453
1,082,918
1,118,466
1,189,871
1,208,271
1,120,266
1,139,203
1,118,528

135,978
97,755
182,550
200,093
229,850
253,453
336,578
340,299
338,313
383,512
375,654

53,906
52,792
27,332
1,305
54,284
56,698
33,784
40,982
(54,073)
80,343
79,850

96,415
337,985

1998-99
2000-03

1,097,331
1,137,997

104,071
307,219

33,507
36,647

Change

40,666

203,148

3,140

Changes
in X/D

12 Systems With Larger Changes
Data
+
Error
Stations

+/Stations

Remainder

14,437
14,437
14,437
14,437
54,121
96,821
96,572
96,146
127,659

56,064
156,827
85,798
43,326
-

1,173,975
1,182,039
1,186,496
1,194,215
1,169,657
1,203,417
1,203,900
1,212,416
1,216,756
1,211,108
1,228,775
1,228,431

54,300

3,609
64,329

14,016
35,744

1,184,181
1,209,308

54,300

60,720

21,728

25,126

Average

Note: Systems with larger changes are those that have a different number of Canadian distant subscriber instances
in 1998-1 and 2003-2 by 25,000 or more.
Source: CDC.

